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REASONS TO CONSIDER MIGRATING
FROM BLACKBAUD TO OPTIMY

As Grant Management involves more tasks and administrative work, it is essential to clarify what you have 
to do to structure and plan a perfect Grant Management process. 

A grant is a fund, a financial donation given to a nonprofit organization by a foundation, corporation, or 
other company that aims to invest in good social impact actions. A lot of nonprofits are funded thanks to 
grants that they collected.

Grant management work involves a lot of operational and administrative responsibilities. When 
launching a grant project, one of your main focuses is to ensure that everyone follows the grant process's 
steps and remains efficient in delivering the required materials and reports. Your goal is to make sure the 
grant goes to the nonprofit chosen and is implemented effectively.

Sure, starting a grant management process offers you the chance to quickly and efficiently grant 
applications and all the steps involved in the process, such as organizing, prioritizing, and finalizing 
applications. That's exciting, but actually, all these tasks can soon become very stressful, complex, and 
time-consuming. The numerous meetings and manual tasks make it very complicated to respect the tight 
deadlines and ensure that the collaboration between team members is smooth and efficient. Right?

We know that aiming for a higher number of grants to offer is an excellent and admirable challenge 
that is always on your mind. That is why we want to make sure that you know the importance of a 
collaborative system both for your team and external third parties involved in the process.

The key to success is evident when you make it easy and quick to track your funding allocation at any 
time, and when your numbers and financial reporting are satisfying and align with your goals.

Don't panic; we've built a handy workbook to help you. In less than 15 pages, discover our precious tips, 
best practices, insights on the best features, inspirational practices, etc. to help you manage your 
grants program.

In short, this is all you need to go even further with your grant management projects in 2022!

Happy reading,

Your Grant Management
daily routine

The Optimy Team
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How the world changed and
what you can do about it

The world has changed due to the COVID19 situation. It seems just like yesterday that everybody went 
home with their computer and files under their arm to set up a cozy desk in their home. Over time, not only 
did the environment changed, but also the tools we work with. 

With the public health crisis of the pandemic came new ways of working, and new tools to adopt. For grant 
managers, it meant the end of manual work and sharing data and info via paper files, establishing new 
online procedures, and making sure to set up cloud-based centralized management. 

One of the fundamental challenges was to make sure that everyone followed the grant process's steps. 
Moreover, it is important to ensure that your team members remain efficient in delivering the materials and 
reports required. Your team must ensure that the grants go to the chosen nonprofits effectively and on 
time.  But with these changes, you also face different challenges as a grants manager.

How should you measure performance, technical support and ensure communication in a world where 
everything happens online?
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Software + human is 
the perfect equation

This will come as no surprise: technology is everywhere. We're not necessarily talking about your work in 
grants management. Our daily lives are filled with technological improvements that enhance our lives as 
individuals. However, the human aspect of technology is vital. No one wants to discuss an issue or a project 
with a robot via an automated discussion that never reaches an actual human mind. 

At Optimy, we deliver a powerful, customizable tool developed to fit your needs. But we don't stop there. 
We go one step further. We're a passionate team fascinated by CSR and social impact topics. Our dedicated 
Customer Success team accompanies you every step of the way, and helps you make the most out of the 
Optimy platform to empower your social impact projects. Software + Human is, for us, the perfect 
equation.

In 2021, more than 5 billion people had an internet connection. This is an ever-growing number. The data 
shows that each day, more than 600,000 new people join the 'Webosphere'. That's huge.

Even though the Internet was already an integral part of our daily lives, the COVID-19 pandemic made it 
even more necessary. Why? To stay connected, to be able to work, to maintain a relationship with our 
relatives or friends, to keep in touch with what's happening in the world, and to get information about the 
current situation.

Why is software important?

Digital transformation of businesses was 
already something everyone discussed. 
Being able to share information and get 
things done digitally saved a lot of time 
and effort. But digital tools became even 
more valuable and vital once the 
lockdown fell on us and turned our lives 
upside down. Interestingly enough, 
technology changed the way to structure 
businesses and personal lives. Many 
studies showed that, as companies 
changed their way of working, 
consumers changed their way of 
buying clothes, materials, and 
products.

https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/how-covid-19-has-pushed-companies-over-the-technology-tipping-point-and-transformed-business-forever
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/how-covid-19-has-pushed-companies-over-the-technology-tipping-point-and-transformed-business-forever


So, of course, if customers use online channels, it's only normal for brands and organizations to react and 
adapt their communication and selling channels. And since the Covid-19 situation increased the 
philanthropic activities and the number of volunteers, it's only normal that nonprofits also turn to 
online software to manage their corporate volunteering activities and programs. Given the situation, 
the goal is easy to understand: to do good easily and quickly, adapt to the situation, and offer a user 
experience that helps people get involved in philanthropic projects with efficiency and ease of use.

As a grant manager, all the mechanics that are linked to the grants process are your responsibilities. As it 
requires collaboration, tracking, data analytics, research and verification, and transparent reporting on 
your projects, grantmaking is administratively a time-consuming task.

We could argue that technology is not for everyone. Younger people tend to be more comfortable with 
online tools and their communication codes than others who aren't digital natives. And as the workforce 
becomes younger with Millennials and Zoomers entering the workplace, digital transformation of 
businesses is essential to consider when managing people and processes for your company. All your 
employees, regardless of age, must feel comfortable when using your online tools and software.

What makes a tool great to use is that it's easy to implement within your organization, intuitive to use, 
and helps make your employees more productive.

However, you probably don't rush into purchasing a product. You search for advice or look for reviews from 
other users. Right?

Well, the same goes for software: when thinking of adopting the software for your company, you should 
keep a few things in mind:

The ease of use.

The step-by-step implementation.

The security of data sharing and storage.

The budget.

The features it provides to keep up with the
excellent work AND maintain human relations,
even if virtually.

Furthermore, losing data is a nightmare. Suffering from 
breaches is something everyone wants to avoid. Your 
organization could struggle to find a reliable, secure, 
and protected space for your data. Make sure that you 
do regular backups digitally, so your information isn't 
lost.

https://www.optimy.com/blog-optimy/covid-19-and-the-rise-of-purpose
https://www.optimy.com/blog-optimy/covid-19-and-the-rise-of-purpose
https://www.optimy.com/blog-optimy/how-the-pandemic-changed-csr-and-social-impact-programs
https://www.optimy.com/blog-optimy/how-the-pandemic-changed-csr-and-social-impact-programs


Data protection must 
constantly be in our 
minds when talking 
about data. 

Data protection must constantly be in our minds when talking about data. More and more companies tout 
their compliance with different regulatory standards. As a potential customer, you should do your 
homework about which standards they comply with, as some standards like GDPR are more rigorous 
than others. Because your customers can be located all over the world, you should look to comply with all 
data protection regulations.

When deciding to go from manual work to software to manage a project, you don't want to be frustrated 
with a complex and confusing interface. Your tool must be easy to use, if you are to gain efficiency and save 
time.

An online solution offers a transparent, clean platform with all the features that fit your expectations. And 
since they should be experts and know about your industry, they know which features are more likely to 
help you. A brand that understands your daily challenges and job will most certainly know the tools you 
need to reach your goals and make your projects successful.

Using a manual process, using papers, boards, files and emails to keep in touch and share information with 
all concerned parties, might seem the most uncomplicated process to implement. Is it the most efficient, 
though? Far from it.

Software is becoming more vital year after year, as organizations use it to improve their processes. 

https://www.optimy.com/en/resources/blog
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The real costs of grant
management software

Deciding what kind of grants management software best fits your organization’s needs is no easy task. It 
can be an overwhelming and stressful process, especially for first-timers. The hardest part is finding the 
right balance between what you are spending and the benefits a grants management software can bring to 
your organization. How do you know that your investment is actually worth it and not just a hefty output 
that won’t pay off?

Costs change based on the complexity of your situation and your organization’s size. Costs can be broken 
down into two categories: one-time costs and ongoing costs.

One-time costs

Implementation 

The biggest one-time cost for your organization is implementation – the cost of configuring the system to 
your specific grants processes. How much it costs depends mostly on the degree of customization 
necessary to fulfill your requirements.

Integrations

It improves productivity, lowering the chances of trivial mistakes and reducing the time employees 
have to spend on repetitive tasks;

It allows for better system analysis since different programs running in different ways make it difficult 
to cross-reference data and to have a clear view of the big picture;

It improves customer satisfaction. By spending less time switching between multiple systems, your 
organization can quickly and easily tackle customer issues and requests.

Choose a software that ensures smooth assimilation between your new software and the ones you are 
already using. Some integrations are pretty straightforward and more common than others. The rarer and 
more complex the tool you need to integrate, the higher the cost.

However, the advantages of integration are many and absolutely worth the cost:



Ongoing Costs

Additional Support and features

What your organization needs: without proper planning, you might run into extra costs that you 
didn’t take into consideration and might be more expensive to implement at a later date;

How flexible your budget is: take into account the cost of additional customization or testing your 
perfect solution might need;

What kind of software skills your employees have: if your employees have the skills to make small 
changes to the application form, you will require less assistance from your software provider; 
therefore, your solution will be less expensive to maintain;

How responsive your software provider is: great customer service is worth the price, so choose a 
software vendor that cares about your needs and responds quickly to your feedback and requests. It 
will save you precious time you can now dedicate to different projects while someone else takes care of 
your system.

Finding the perfect grants management system for your organization takes time and a lot of testing, and 
you might not get it right on your first try. That’s why your solution provider should be there to assist you 
and make the necessary adjustments. Human support is key, and additional features so that your tool 
evolves with your projects can save you a lot of time and frustration.

Although it’s a big investment, a grants management solution almost always pays off well. The key to 
knowing whether it is worth it lies in having a clear idea of:

Customization

You need a grants management solution that fits your needs. Customization can go from simply changing 
the language of your application form, to building an entirely tailor-made feature matching the needs of 
your organization. Optimy allows both different languages AND personalized forms with your 
organization's branding. 
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For every challenge, there
is an Optimy answer 

Branded online portals
Smart forms
Automated responses

You face many different challenges when managing a grants program. Instead of looking for a random 
solution on the world wide web, we thought it'd be easier for you to take a look at what you can do with our 
all-in-one platform. So if you're wondering how to deal with a problem, know that Optimy has the 
solution.

#1 How to... put the proper process in place?

Imagine you're a team of four people. As a grants manager, it is your job to put the right processes in place 
to attract the relevant candidates and ensure their applications are accurate and complete. At the same 
time, you need to coordinate your team's activity on social media and other promotion channels. Besides 
that, internally, you have to do quarterly reporting to your board of directors.  You also have to produce an 
annual report. 

→ The Optimy Answer - Team management

Working with colleagues can be productive, but things can get complicated once someone is on holiday or 
sick, or in a different location or time zone. After all, how can you be sure about the tasks of a colleague? 
Team management in Optimy can help you solve this problem and many other challenges when working in 
a team.

#2 How to... reduce human error?

You receive a lot of submissions monthly, so you have divided work internally. You collect data in a shared 
document that you regularly check. Then, the completed applications are sent to reviewers. However, each 
person has their own way of working and organizing documents. Checking inaccuracies and tracking is not 
ideal when different people work in different ways. This makes human error more likely. 

→ The Optimy Answer - Hands-free grant applications

With your branded and personalized application form, the product does the work for you. We streamline 
the grant application process — ensuring the right people come in and the proper communications go out.



Extract data from the solution in many formats to aid with any reporting needs and evaluate your 
return on investment
Export data in any file that you want
PDF, Excel file, Word document, CSV spreadsheets, and so much more! Choose in what type of file you 
would like to have your data and export it
Statistics
View basic statistical information regarding users, forms, projects, and storage space

Define: Choose the actions you would like to be done automatically according to your way of 
managing.
Receive projects: Your workflow(s) will be triggered, and the actions will be done automatically, 
including informing the people involved.

#3 How to... build compliant reporting?

Some types of grants are highly regulated, which means that the staff members get highly frustrated by 
how long it takes to gather information for reporting purposes. With difficulties in extracting the necessary 
data for reporting, you end up having to scramble and make calculations on the spot.

→ The Optimy Answer - Smart Reporting

With Optimy, you can:

#4 How to... ensure alignment and collaboration?

Even if a designated Grants Manager is responsible for the project management side of the grants process, 
it is much more challenging to communicate promptly with everyone and ensure you are all on the same 
page.

→ The Optimy Answer - Team collaboration

If your grants program is large and has a lot of moving parts, it can be challenging to ensure your team 
works together efficiently. After you establish a process, you need to be sure that no steps will be missed, 
and that everyone on your team will become involved when needed. You want things to move smoothly. 
Team collaboration in Optimy can help your team work better.

Automated workflow

Manually assigning tasks for large projects can be a time-consuming job. That is why Optimy's products 
now have a robust workflow feature. With it, you can set up automated workflows to organize the follow-up 
of all your projects.



Decide which parts of the project you would like to share with evaluators. We know that having control 
over information is vital. That is why you will be the one granting access to evaluators and deciding 
which information they are allowed to see.
Collect their feedback through the tool. Communication is more accessible when it's centralized, don't 
you agree? With our evaluation feature, you can easily collect feedback from evaluators into the tool 
itself. Once the peer or expert gives their input, the information will be linked to the project, making it 
easier to review.
Compare evaluation with charts. You can even make all the data you will collect from evaluators easy 
to interpret by creating good-looking charts and comparing different people's input.

Peer review

Feedback from peers and outside experts is sometimes an essential step in the decision-making process. 
But sharing all the essential information and following up with their progress can be a big challenge. Fear 
not, Optimy features can help you once again:

#5 How to... quickly know everything about applicants/grantees and stay in touch with them?

Your current application requirements demand the applicants submit a lot of documents. For the 
applicants, it is almost impossible to finalize their application in one go. What happens most of the time is 
that applicants need to copy-paste the application form in a separate document, fill it out and transfer 
everything back in the form once it's done.

→ The Optimy Answer - Application overview

Get a detailed overview of every application and rank them based on your criteria. This tool will help you 
save time by seeing at a glance which applicants fit your company's value. What if you get many requests 
that don't meet your criteria? Worry not! Our software automatically sends a reply based on predefined 
criteria, so none of your applicants are ever left in the dark!

#6 How to ... bring order into the data sources when preparing a report?

You need to carry out proper financial due diligence, minimize human error, and keep within the time 
allocated. Whatever process you have in place, you need to combine the final grant report with the 
application. If your grant or some grants go beyond one year, the financial information needs to be 
consistent. Often, grant application budgets are developed by intern staff by using categories and line 
items that make sense for that project.

→ The Optimy Answer - Easy Reporting

With Optimy reporting, you streamline the process and align these processes, keeping them consistent with 
your organization's official grant system. It's important to create reports only using the data in your system. 
Your grants management system could provide you with a budget tracking option where all the grant 
expenses will find themselves in the proper categories, and it will be easy to pull the data you need from 
the system and have it in your report.



Move from one call to another whenever you need
You don't need any technical support to do that
You can create different workflows and decision processes for a form or a call
You can check the status of any of the calls at any time
Only the colleague responsible for the call would be able to see it

#7 How to... make sure that applicants don't miss important deadlines?

Organizations of all shapes and sizes miss deadlines for a variety of reasons. When this happens, the time 
starts to point fingers at who's to blame for missing the deadline.

→ The Optimy Answer - Automatic reminders

Easily create delegated tasks for your users and send automatic reminders to a user or a team.

#8 How to... manage different grant programs at the same time?

Not all grant programs are the same. You might have... 3 or more different calls for grants that happen at 
different periods during the year. Let's say some of them have a fixed date, but the other one is an open 
call. You are currently using a tool to collect the data for the fixed date ones, but for the open call one, you 
are using a generic email address and tracking everything in a spreadsheet. Each call has a different person 
as responsible. It's messy.

→ The Optimy Answer - Collect everything in one platform

With Optimy, you can:

Optimy builds your form with your 
branding, and lets everything be 
customized so that your applicants 
don't see any difference between the 
Optimy form and your website.

Your applicants will be asked to create a 
user account to be able to apply. This 
login status gives your grantees 
permission to come back and finish 
their application at any time. Everything 
gets saved automatically, so even if the 
person forgets to click on "save," it will 
be done by the system. Thanks to this 
account function, you can use it as a 
communication platform with your 
applicants.



#9 How to...ensure GDPR compliance?

The applications arrive via email. You are a team of a few people, and you use your email addresses to 
collect the applications. However, if you want to store the data on the applicants, you would need to 
execute a manual process of informing them about your privacy policy and gain their consent. It's time- 
consuming.

→ The Optimy Answer - GDPR compliance even before submission

Your applicants will be asked to create a user account to be able to apply. Thanks to this account function, 
you can use it as a communication platform with your applicants.

#10 How to... document the grant process so you can work retroactively?

Sometimes, people leave. Since you were all sharing grants management responsibilities, a lot of 
knowledge got lost. When it comes to reporting or launching a new call for grants, you won't be able to 
know if the grantee had previously applied.

→ The Optimy Answer - Notes & Comments to keep track of everything

In the Optimy tool, you can leave notes or comments. Everything will be historically stored. That way, you 
can always go back and see that if an applicant has reapplied two years later, you can check why his 
application was rejected before and even compare applications.

Get in touch with us to go even further with all the features that Optimy put at your disposal to make your 
life easier.
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The best qualities of your Optimy
grant management software

Flexibility: Our solutions are designed to adapt to you, not the other way around. Organizations have a 
variety of forms of work, and our solutions fit all these different workflows, allowing you to make changes 
on the fly.

High-Quality but affordable products: At Optimy, you get the best bang for your buck. Our cost-effective 
solutions include beautiful and easy-to-use software that users will have no problem navigating.

Time-saving solutions: Nowadays, we have to use our time wisely. Aside from automated features, Optimy 
products also help you get organized so that you can claim your time back.

Dedicated account executive: Our multicultural customer success team always goes the extra mile to 
ensure our clients reach their goals. They build a genuine rapport with our clients by listening to what they 
have to say and creating creative solutions to complex problems.
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2. Launch of the call for grants / projects

▢ Pre-screen the applicants
▢ Collect eligible applications via an online form
▢ Evaluate them according to your scoring system
▢ Send applications for review
▢ Award grants
▢ Communicate results

3. The post-award phase

▢ Warn both successful and unsuccessful applicants
▢ Review the legal and official documents
▢ Disburse the grant

4. Reporting on progress

▢ Update on the status of the grant internally
▢ Debrief internally on how the grant process went
▢ Report on the grant process and its results

Step by step 
Grant Management

You are planning a Grant Management project, but you don't know where to start? That's fine, we've got
you.

1. Pre-launch

▢ Build your grant strategy and define the budget
What type of grant are you offering? For example, is it a direct fund or a matching one?
What do you want to help achieve? Which causes do you want to support?
Who are you targeting and which elements should they have in order for them to be selected?
Until when is your call open?
How do you plan on keeping in touch with the organization?

▢ Outline the design of the grants review process
▢ Map out the grant allocation and deliverables
▢ Document it step by step
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Get inspired with
more content

At Optimy, we aim at empowering your social impact programs by equipping you with software that fits 
your needs. Our all-in-one platform Optimy is developed to match your projects and needs. With innovative 
modular features, Optimy adds value to your daily tasks and improves the efficiency of your grant 
management process.

A lot of customers are already delighted with what our online tool brings to them and their teams. Discover 
more inspiration on our blog or read some of our best success stories to know more about what Optimy can 
do for your organization.

How EDF found a way to ONLY 
support the most impactful grant 
projects

Read more

Novo Nordisk Haemophilia 
Foundation

Read more

How the Swiss Re Foundation 
easily keeps track of their entire 
grant activities

Read more

Eager to jump in? 
Ready to make your grantmaking activities easy to manage and more efficient? Excited to say goodbye to 
all the administrative trouble that makes your life a nightmare?

GET IN TOUCH WITH US!

https://www.optimy.com/en/company/get-a-demo#form
https://www.optimy.com/category/grant-management
https://www.optimy.com/case-studies/edf
https://www.optimy.com/case-studies/novo-nordisk-haemophilia-foundation
https://www.optimy.com/case-studies/swiss-re-foundation
https://www.optimy.com/en/company/get-a-demo

